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REPORTS OF SOCIETIES. 

ROYAL SOCIETY O F  RIEUICINE. 

OBSTETRICAL AND GYNLECOLOCICAL SECTION. 

JlePting held Thuy iday .  Ju ly  9fJi. S’iJ8, the  P r ~ s i d ~ n t ,  Dr. HERBERT SPEA-CER, 
in t h e  chair.  

Dr. F. W. NICOL HALTTAIK read a paper on 

ARDOVINAL HYSTEROTOMY FOR CHRONIC UTERIXE ISVERSION. 
The communication was founded on three cases of chronic uterine inversion of 11, 

13, and 21 months’ duration respectively, which were reduced by the operation 
described as abdominal hyskrotoniy. I n  two of these reduction had been previously 
attempted by Aveling’s mc1,hod. 

The clinical features and causes of inversion: so la r  as these cases are concerned, 
were discussed. The operation of abdominal hysterotomy was dwelt upon in detail, 
and a comparison drawn with other methods of treatmendvia. ,  immediate taxis, 
Aveling‘s elastic pressure., and vaginal hysterectomy as practised by Riistner; Taylor 
and Oui. 

Dr. F. H. CHAXPZTEYS claimed that by the proper use of Aveling’s repositor i t  was 
possible t.0 reduce the vast majority of cases of chronic inversion of thc uterus, and 
that failure was very rare. He  considered that this method of treatment was free 
from risk, and almost invariably successfnl. 

Dr. HEYWOOD SXITH said he considered the reason why so many cases 
of attempted reposition of chronic inversion of the uterus by manual taxis failed, and 
occasionally cascs where repositors were used, was because the pressure was exerted 
in the wrong place-namely, directly on the fundus, thereby causing a lateral bulging 
which rather hindered reposition. 

Dr. AMAKD ROUTH did no6 think that traction on the cord was as frequent a cause 
of inversion as forcible fundal pressure during uterine passivity. As regards treat- 
ment, he had found that manual taxis was useless in chronic cases. On the other 
hand, he had never failed t o  reduce an invwted uterus by means of Aveling’s 
repositor, and he believed that, i f  properly applied, failures would be extremely 
rare. Pressure must be applied in the axis of the pelvis, and the patient could be 
kept partially under morphia if  necessary. He had found t,hat a light packing of  the 
vagina round the inverted uterus and the cup of the repositor prevented the slipping 
of the cup off the fundus. Supposing: however, that reposition was not accomplished, 
he thought tha,t Dr. Haultain’s opcration was a most valuable one; and was. at  all 
events, very much superior to vaginal or ahdominal hysterectomy, which has some- 
times been perfornicd in unredaced cases. 

Dr. FRANK F. TAYLOR said that he had seen and assisted in the trcatmcnt of one 
case of chronic inversion of the uterus (previously published by Dr. Hellier) of nine 
months’ duration, which had been reduced with the iitmost case by the application 
of Aveling’s repositor, reduction having taken place within 21 hours. Judging from 
the limited experience of a single case, he (Dr. Taylor) could fully endorse the 
remarks of Dr. Champnoys and Dr. Binand Routh, and he considered that Aveling’s 
repositor should have been tried by Dr. Haultain himself before resorting to 



abdominal section. He thouglit Dr. Haultain had exaggerated the difficulties and 
dangers of Aveling’s repositor, which, i f  carefully and skilfully used, caused no 
greater pain than could be controlled by an injection of morphia, and did not 
necessitate more than a few days’ confinement t o  bed. 

The PRESIDEXT (Dr. Herbert Spencer) thought that  the author’s operation was an 
excellent one for thosc cases of chronic inversion which could not be reduced by 
Aveling’s repositor. It was, in his opinion, not  an operation which should be per- 
formed until Aveling’s instrument had been tried and failed. ilvcling’s repositor 
was an instrument of which British gynaxology had every reason to be. proud? but 
the instrument should be the one designed by the inventor and used in the way 
that he described. H e  thought t,hat the instrument, properly used, would very rarely 
fail to reduce a chronic inversion. 

Dr. HAULTAIX, in reply, expres.sed surprise a t  the uniformly successful results 
from Aveling’s method obtained by those who had spoken, as such were very 
different from those published by many authorities. It. seemed t o  him niercly a 
question of opinion in these chronic cases what method should be employed. Per- 
sonally, he would prefer to perform this simple operation, which he thought might 
be guaranteed lo  be successful, rather than subject his patients to a probable lengthy 
period of pain and discomfort, with by no means a certainty of cure. 

A paper on 
MENSTRUATION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE CALCIUM METABOLKSM, 

was read by W. BLAIR BELL, R.S., M.D. After reviewing the opinions held con- 
cerning menstruation from the earliest times down to the present, the author described 
his own work on the subject. This consisted of :-(l) Est.im:ttions of the systemic 
blood calcium-content of birds-when laying and not laying-of animals and of the 
human subject, during and apart from menstruation. Analogous variations were 
found in all cases, and charts illustrating these obscrvations were shown. (2) 
Examinations of the human menstrual discharge and of t,he uterine secretion from 
the uteri of rabbits. The results wcre described and illustrated. (3)  Histological 
investigations to demonstrate analogies between the menstruating human uterus, that 
of the rabbit when “in heat,” and the calcium secreting chamber of the laying hen. 

Finally, the periodicity of menst,ruation, and the connection between this function 
and the ductless glands and general calcium metabolism were discussed. 

Dr. -4hrAXD ROUTH thought that  the author had brought forward a largo number 
of facts which collectively went far to prove the reliability of the views expounded 
by him. The lowering in t,he amount of lime in the blood which immediately 
preceded menstruation was extremely interesting. So also was the fact that. lime 
salts began to re-accumulate in t,he blood as menstruation ceased; but he did not 
think that the author had proved that this coincidence was functionally causative 
of menstruation. Like Dr. Pollock he thought the author’s choice of a hen for his 
experiments was not a good one, and he could not see the force of the charts showing 
t,he variation of the lime in the blood of thc hen which laid eggs on alternate days, 
fo r  the lime for any particular egg was required, not on the day before it was laid, 
but several days before, and many eggs were in proccss of developnient all the time. 
The paper was one to study and think over in order to appreciate its full 
significance. 




